Wednesday, 3/3/2022
Dear friends and partners!
I want to say thank you very much for your support and letters which you sent me
these historical days.
We are feeling it from you, from European countries and USA.
Situation in Kyiv and Kharkiv is not good. Russians want to take this cities, destroy it
by rockets and aviation. Big problem in Kherson. Chornobyl is under control of
Russians soldiers.
But our Army are giving them very hot answear! The Russians are taking very heavy
losses. Here in Ukraine we joke when russians are telling "we are going on Ukraine
land" we say "russians are going into the Ukraine land".
I was in Kyiv on 21-23 of Feb before attack, where our team finished module of
Schumpeters school of Innovation with Chernivtsi group of owners of business and
entrepreneurs. I have picked up my wife and started my long trip back to Chernivtsi
from Kyiv on 24 of Feb morning after the first attack.
Now here in my apartments we host three families from Kyiv region. 5 children and 6
adults. Like mini hotel :)
Its ok. With this people here organize small volunteer support.
In Chernivtsi is calm, but before sleeping all big family visit basement, because of
special alarm when russians start air attack in UA cities.
Instead of fighting on the land and in the air with two “brothers” nations we try to
work in an informational and research field.
The task of the modern economist here is to research and analyze on the field of
economic of our war.
Hope it will be interesting for you!
Please, find the presentation which prepared our partners.
We will thank you for your comments and dissemination in your network.
I will try to make update.
Thank you again for the support and great words which we received from all of you
these days.
It is really help us and motivate for future.
Looking forward to hear from you!
Kind regards from Chernivtsi!
_____________________________
Sincerely,
Oleksandr Saienko, PhD, Associate Professor
Head of the Department of International Economics
Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University
www.chnu.edu.ua

